ACROSS
3. Done to a Cougar Card
5. Required freshman headgear pre-1970
10. First CofC president
11. Done at the library
12. What new graduates do
14. Cow sound
15. What Cary Ann Hearst ’01 and husband sing
16. Interactive experience of a real-world environment (abbr.)
18. Friend
19. Continent (abbr.)
20. First CofC African American graduate
23. Brag
24. The one-year MBA program celebrates its ______ year anniversary in 2020
25. A solemn promise
27. Preserve where CofC students study nature
29. Strong urge to succeed
30. See 12 across
33. Character (abbr.)
34. Former
35. Truck (British)
37. Chicken
38. Negatory
40. Common happening on CofC bricks
41. You and me
43. Location of CofC president’s house
45. Scene from the CofC observatory
48. When you go to student health services
49. A Native American people
51. CofC exhibit space
52. A degree earned at the College (abbr.)
53. Timely adverb
55. Greek life performs this at Pep Supper
57. In Greek on Porter’s Lodge
59. College’s 23rd president
61. CofC residence hall
64. A poker stake
65. Opposite of buck
66. Cautionary advice
67. Have one to stand on
68. Canadian policeman
69. Original degree offered by the College (abbr.)
70. Philosophic arm of the College (abbr.)
72. Planned arrival (abbr.)
74. Pigeon's sound
75. Have one to stand on
76. Canadian policeman
77. Performed arts festival in Charleston
78. Intergovernmental organization (abbr.)
79. Location of CofC properties in Spain
80. Drop the ______
83. Can ______ spirit
85. Not one
86. A type of beer
87. Convocation arch
88. First name of student center namesake
89. A cougar sound
90. End a career
91. Indian bread

DOWN
1. What alumni do every year
2. What an archer does
3. Be quiet!
4. Name of College library
5. Software development phase
6. One of (abbr.)
7. Statement of a general truth
8. Archaic version of the EU (abbr.)
9. A snake
10. A CofC school (abbr.)
11. To make something old like new
12. How sashimi is eaten
13. How sashimi is eaten
14. How sashimi is eaten
15. How sashimi is eaten
16. How sashimi is eaten
17. Archipelago (abbr.)
18. Word used to describe CofC campus
19. A school at the University of Charleston
20. Location of CofC properties in Spain
21. A degree earned at the College (abbr.)
22. Name of College newspaper
23. Where to go for a facial
24. Served in the military (abbr.)
25. From the college (abbr.)
26. Medical practitioner (abbr.)
27. Address (abbr.)
28. How to say “I am” in French
29. How to say “I am” in French
30. How to say “I am” in French
31. How to say “I am” in French
32. How to say “I am” in French
33. How to say “I am” in French
34. How to say “I am” in French
35. How to say “I am” in French
36. How to say “I am” in French
37. How to say “I am” in French
38. How to say “I am” in French
39. How to say “I am” in French
40. How to say “I am” in French
41. How to say “I am” in French
42. How to say “I am” in French
43. How to say “I am” in French
44. How to say “I am” in French
45. How to say “I am” in French
46. How to say “I am” in French
47. How to say “I am” in French
48. How to say “I am” in French
49. How to say “I am” in French
50. How to say “I am” in French
51. How to say “I am” in French
52. How to say “I am” in French
53. How to say “I am” in French
54. How to say “I am” in French
55. How to say “I am” in French
56. How to say “I am” in French
57. How to say “I am” in French
58. How to say “I am” in French
59. How to say “I am” in French
60. How to say “I am” in French
61. How to say “I am” in French
62. How to say “I am” in French
63. How to say “I am” in French
64. How to say “I am” in French
65. How to say “I am” in French
66. How to say “I am” in French
67. How to say “I am” in French
68. How to say “I am” in French
69. How to say “I am” in French
70. How to say “I am” in French
71. How to say “I am” in French
72. How to say “I am” in French
73. How to say “I am” in French
74. How to say “I am” in French
75. How to say “I am” in French
76. How to say “I am” in French
77. How to say “I am” in French
78. How to say “I am” in French
79. How to say “I am” in French
80. How to say “I am” in French
81. How to say “I am” in French
82. How to say “I am” in French
83. How to say “I am” in French
84. How to say “I am” in French
85. How to say “I am” in French
86. How to say “I am” in French
87. How to say “I am” in French
88. How to say “I am” in French
89. How to say “I am” in French
90. How to say “I am” in French
91. How to say “I am” in French
92. How to say “I am” in French
93. How to say “I am” in French
94. How to say “I am” in French
95. How to say “I am” in French
96. How to say “I am” in French

*Answers can be found on page 89.